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CONFERENCE AT‐A‐GLANCE
We are excited to announce the 2022 LabWare European Customer Education
Conference (CEC), taking place in Prague, Czech Republic. This is your annual
opportunity to update your knowledge of LabWare’s products and services and learn
how to get the best value from your LabWare system. This 4-day program includes
presentations, case-studies and technical sessions as well as a comprehensive schedule
of training courses. We are confident the LabWare CEC will deliver value whether you
are a system owner, administrator, IT, QA or business user, and we welcome those who
are experienced with LabWare or just embarking on a new project.

Gain advantage

Benefits of networking

Applying efficient, cost-effective solutions in line
with industry best practices is key to helping your
organisation gain competitive advantage. The
CEC enables you to monitor industry trends and
learn of practical solutions for everyday challenges
other customers may have encountered. The
LabWare CEC can introduce you to new ideas,
new functionality, and new ways to deliver enduser requirements. Keeping your LIMS/ELN up to
date prolongs the operational life of your system
and helps maximise your company’s return on
investment.

The LabWare user community is a considerable
source of knowledge and a valuable resource.
More than 1,500 laboratories worldwide use the
LabWare software on a daily basis, and although
these systems are used in a wide range of
industries, all are based on the same LabWare
product platform of which you share a common
interest. Focus groups and workshops at the CEC
provide a great opportunity to network with
colleagues and establish long-lasting contacts to
share knowledge in a mutually beneficial way.

Expand your skill set
As in previous years, the 2022 EU CEC will provide
a wide range of training courses to complement
the formal program of presentations. Training is a
major benefit of the time you invest attending the
CEC and will help your knowledge and skills
remain current. We strive to ensure the training is
suitable for a wide range of skill levels. The 2022 EU
CEC Training Courses will cover LabWare LIMS,
ELN, and various aspects of system administration.

Don’t miss out!
The LabWare CEC is a unique annual event and has become
the largest Lab Informatics conference in Europe. Our goal is
for your company to derive maximum value and enjoyment
from the conference, so your participation and the feedback
you provide to LabWare during the CEC is extremely valuable
to us. The 2019 EU CEC in Istanbul attracted over 500
attendees, and we’re expecting the 2022 CEC to be the most
exciting event to date. We encourage you to make plans early
to join us, and we look forward to seeing you in Prague.

REGISTER TODAY AND MAKE RESULTS COUNT!

AGENDA OVERVIEW
Gain Maximum Value For Your System
As a key stakeholder in your LIMS or ELN, it’s in your best interest to examine every possibility for delivering
greater efficiency and effectiveness. The primary goal of the CEC is to provide a forum where you can
review all aspects of your systems and identify what improvements you can make. Key LabWare
management staff and LabWare certified consultants will be on hand all week to make sure you
achieve your objectives. The CEC also provides a venue for strategic reviews with peers from other
parts of your own corporation and complementary organizations.

Highlights of the Week:
Customer Presentations - Hear directly from your colleagues on how they
have implemented their business requirements and the benefits that ensued.

Technical Showcases - will be presented to highlight the benefits
achieved through tighter integration including Web services, Mobile
applications and use of Wireless PCs. Showcases will also highlight some of
the best uses of LabWare technology we have seen over the last 12 months.
Upgrades - We have put substantial effort into coordinating all upgrade
projects in the past few years, and as a result we have gathered a large set
of very useful data. We will update everyone on the benefits they can expect
from this initiative.

ELN - is continuing to help our customers integrate and automate their lab
processes more efficiently. Technical case studies and presentations will share
some examples.
Support & Services - The Support and Services teams will provide case
studies that demonstrate the benefit of tighter integration between operation
support and on-going development. They will share the best practices
developed by LabWare’s Post-go-live Application Services.
Training - Breakout sessions will include training classes, vendor
presentations, and Tech Talks. Training classes will be a mixture of standard
classes and new courses introducing new functionality to the LabWare CEC
attendees.

20 – 24 June 2022

Mark Your Calendar!

Monday

Wednesday Afternoon

Welcome Reception

Training Courses
Tech Talks

19:00

13:30 - 17:00

Tuesday
Technical and Management
General Session

9:00 - 17:00
Followed by:
LabWare Sponsored Dinner

Thursday
Training Courses
Tech Talks

9:00 - 17:00
Followed by:
LabWare Sponsored Dinner

Wednesday Morning
Technical and Management
General Session

Friday

9:00 - 12:30

9:00 - 12:30

Training Courses

TRAINING COURSES
Continuous Professional Development at the CEC
The main purpose of the CEC is to improve delegates’ knowledge of LIMS and ELN. This is achieved in two
different ways:
-

Training courses for delegates who are still building their fundamental knowledge

-

Tech Talks for more advanced delegates

CERTIFICATION
Initial Certification: delegates who have never been certified will have the opportunity to attend
the LabWare Admin 2 course and take the System Administrator assessment on Friday 24 June.
Certification extension: delegates who hold a current certificate and attend any breakout
session will have their certification extended by 2 years. Attendance will be taken for each
individual session. If your certification expired in the past 2 years and you didn’t attend the online
Webinars in October 2021, contact EUtraining@labware.com for advice.

2022 CEC Breakout Sessions
Training classes will be presented in classroom style format; classes will include exercises unless indicated
with “No exercises”. Manuals will be available for individuals who attend the specific classes.
Tech Talks will bring together customers, developers, consultants, and other interested or knowledgeable
parties to discuss and review common challenges and opportunities to determine a comprehensive
solution or approach to the topic. Tech Talks may include any or all of the following: product
demonstrations, configuration examples, presentations from industry experts, round table discussions from
cross industry experts and audience participation. The goal of a Tech Talk is to create a common
understanding regarding the direction or availability of a solution for the given topic. Solutions may involve
new or improved products, services, or processes.

Training Class Logistics
This year again, we plan to host the LabWare CEC training environment through cloud technology.
Attendees will be able to log into their personal workspace; log-in information and minimum requirements
will be provided to registered attendees prior to the start of the CEC. Current minimum requirements include
HTML5 supported browsers or the ability to install the AWS application.
Training manuals covering the course material will be available at the start of each class. We try to have
enough manuals for those attending the session. For logistic reasons, we kindly ask participants to not take
training materials from sessions you are not attending. Extra manuals may be available at the registration
desk AFTER the session has completed. We will also provide electronic versions of Training Manuals for
delegates who request it.
Many of the training classes will include exercises to allow for a hands-on experience of the topics
presented during the course. Laptops are required unless otherwise designated in the Course Abstract.
Attendance will be taken electronically this year; more information will be provided on Tuesday during the
general session.

TRAINING COURSES
2022 EU Training Course List
Note: Classes and descriptions are subject to change. Delegates will be able to register for
training classes of their choice online, approximately 3 weeks before the CEC. Notifications will
be sent by email in due time.
Levels of Training.
Beginner: Beginner level training is for new users with a basic understanding of LabWare who want to
gain additional configuration and functional knowledge. Some LabWare knowledge, i.e., actively working
in the system for a few months, is helpful.

Intermediate: Intermediate level training is for users of LabWare with practical experience who want to
learn about LabWare enhancements and additional functionality. These courses introduce module
functionality as well as system maintenance and other topics that are not covered in typical training
classes. It is useful to have completed Admin 1 training before taking these classes.
Admin 2 (Intermediate): Delegates who would like to take the Certification Exam on the last day of the
CEC should attend all 5 “Admin 2” classes. This training is also open to delegates who are interested in
individual topics. The difficulty level is Intermediate.

Advanced: Advanced level training is for proficient users of LabWare with extended practical
experience. These classes are typically faster paced and include functionality that may be more
complex either in setup or theory than most LabWare functionality.

“Admin 2” Classes
Delegates who want to take the Certification exam must have a current LabWare Support account. You
can request an account on https://support.labware.com/en/p/Support/SupportAccountRequest.xsp
You will be prompted to enter a Customer ID. Support accounts for Primary Support Contacts may require
additional approval. Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for the request to be approved.
Class 1: Introduction to LabWare.com resources

Class 2: LabWare System Files

Level: Intermediate

Level: Intermediate

Duration: 1.5 hours

The course will look at various tools available via
www.labware.com and within the LabWare
product.
No exercises

Duration: 1.5 hours

This course will explain how LabWare systems are
structured so that Administrators can better assist
their IT team when dealing with certain aspects of
their system.
Laptop recommended
Class 4: Error Resolution

Class 3: Change Control
Level: Intermediate

Duration: 1.5 hours

This course is focused on Change Management
strategies. Topics covered include: LabWare
environments, change control, configuration
packages and impact assessments.
Laptop recommended

Level: Intermediate

Duration: 3.0 hours

This course is focused on techniques that can be
followed by the LabWare Administrator to resolve
issues or errors. Resources that are available for
use in resolving issues are discussed. The course
includes debugging exercises.
Laptop recommended

Class 5: Background Services
Level: Intermediate

Duration: 1.5 hours

This course explains what Background Services are for, how they are structured and how they interact
with the LabWare application.
Laptop recommended

TRAINING COURSES
Beginner Classes
Core Training (applicable to all systems)
Understanding the DB & SQL Basics
Level: Beginner

Duration: 3.0 hours

This course gives an overview of the database
and how SQL is used within LabWare. It covers
where in LabWare SQL can be called and basic
syntax of SQL.
Laptop recommended
Introduction to Crystal Reports
Level: Beginner

Duration: 6.0 hours

This course will introduce attendees to the Crystal
Reports application and the configuration of a
simple report template. The course will highlight
groups, Crystal formulas, summary fields and
running totals.
Laptop recommended

Visual Workflow Basics
Level: Beginner

Duration: 3.0 hours

This course provides an overview of how to
configure dynamic visual workflows in LabWare.
Class exercises will guide attendees through the
configuration of dynamic visual workflows. This
class will include enhancements that are
available for LabWare 7.
Laptop recommended
Introduction to LIMS Basic
Level: Beginner

Duration: 3.0 hours

This course is aimed at attendees who have no
previous programming experience. Some of the
topics covered are variables, code testing, loops,
and conditional statements.
Laptop recommended

*NEW* Holistic Approach to Compliance
Level: Beginner

Duration: 1.5 hours

This session will review the data integrity regulatory requirements, discuss how LabWare can help ensure
data integrity, and outline additional controls that can be put in place to enhance the data integrity
strategy.
No exercises

Upgrades and Gap Training (for those planning an upgrade)
LabWare 7 and 8 Overview of New Functionality
Level: Beginner
Duration: 3.0 hours

*NEW* Upgrading from LabWare 7 to 8 Tips

This course is aimed at End Users and System
Administrators who are interested in upgrading to
the newest version of LabWare. This course will
highlight new functionality in LabWare 7 and
LabWare 8 for customers on V6 or earlier versions
of LabWare.

This class will help attendees determine the
requirements and steps for upgrading an existing
LabWare 7 system to LabWare 8. The instructor will
offer advice on any known “gotcha” points
during an upgrade.

Laptop recommended

Level: Beginner

Duration: 1.5 hours

No exercises

LabWare 7 to 8 Gap
Level: Beginner

Duration: 1.5 hours

This course provides an introduction to the new features of LabWare 8. This course will only highlight the
new functionality from LabWare 7 to LabWare 8 for those customers who are already on LabWare 7 or
who are already aware of functionality available in LabWare 7.

Specialist Training (modules and solutions)
ELN Overview
Level: Beginner

Method Execution: End User Perspective
Duration: 3.0 hours

This course will introduce the concept of an
Electronic Laboratory Notebook (ELN). End User
exercises will allow you to get a feel for the ELN
interface. The last half of the class will allow
students to configure templates and test their
configuration.
Laptop recommended

Level: Beginner

Duration: 3.0 hours

This course will go through the functionality
provided by LabWare’s ELN-based Method
Execution Component Solution. The focus is
primarily on the end user interface. Several typical
examples will be presented.
Laptop recommended

TRAINING COURSES
Intermediate Classes
Core Training (applicable to all systems)
Writing LIMS Basic Subroutines
Level: Intermediate

LIMS Basic Triggers
Duration: 3 hours

This course is aimed at Administrators who would
like to learn how to write short LIMS Basic
programs. The focus is on syntax and program
design. You will write two to three subroutines
using common functions and statements. The
subroutines are triggered from Menu Routines and
Visual Workflows.
Laptop recommended
Batch Manager Overview
Level: Intermediate

Level: Intermediate

Duration: 3 hours

This session is aimed at attendees who would like
to learn how to write LIMS Basic for Template
fields, ID Configurations and Event triggers. The
focus is on context variables. The exercises
include a “Test Out-of-Spec” event trigger that
sends an alert.
Laptop recommended
Configuration Packages

Duration: 3.0 hours

The LabWare Batch Manager handles collections
of samples or tests that typically simulate an autosampler load list, sample set or a laboratory
worksheet. This course provides an overview of
Batch Manager concepts and the template
driven configuration required to allow batches to
be created.

Level: Intermediate

Duration: 1.5 hours

Configuration Packages allow users to move
objects between environments in a controlled
manner with the ability to track builds and the
objects moved. The class will include exercises to
build configuration packages to move and track
items between environments.
Laptop recommended

Laptop recommended

Upgrades and Gap Training (for those planning an upgrade)
LabWare 7 & 8 Configuration of New Functionality
Level: Intermediate

Duration: 3.0 hours

The LabWare 7 & 8 Configuration class is designed to give Administrators a more advanced look at the
configuration of new functionality as well as tools available in LabWare 7 and LabWare 8. This class is
intended for customers on LIMS V6 or earlier versions. This class is labeled as intermediate because it
covers a wide array of functionality that may not be used within your LabWare environment.
Laptop recommended

Specialist Training (modules and solutions)
Introduction to LabStation
Level: Intermediate

Standard & Reagents Inventory Manager (SRIM)
Duration: 3.0 hours

This course is designed to give attendees an
overview of LabStation. The course shows how to
collect data from various types of instruments
from simple balances to more complex file-based
instruments.
Laptop recommended

Level: Intermediate

Duration: 3.0 hours

This course reviews the functionality provided by
LabWare’s Standards and Reagents Component
Solution. This component facilitates the
management of analytical reagents within the
laboratory and comes with many useful visual
workflows and features.
Laptop recommended

*NEW* Data Integrity
Level: Intermediate

*NEW* Mobile Configuration
Duration: 1.5 hours

This class will review Data Integrity functionality
available in LabWare 8 and enhancements
introduced by M0693.
No exercises

Level: Intermediate

Duration: 3.0 hours

This course is designed to give attendees practical
experience in configuring simple tasks for LabWare
Mobile. Attendees can use their own iOS/Android
phones/tablets or can borrow one from LabWare
for the duration of the course.
Laptop recommended

TRAINING COURSES
Mapping in ELN
Level: Intermediate

Duration: 3.0 hours

This course is aimed at LabWare ELN Administrators who will be involved in the configuration Workbook
Templates. Hands-on exercises will guide attendees through the configuration of cell maps and
instrument maps. Exercises will also walk students through the creation and use of basic macros within
the Workbook Templates.
Laptop recommended

Advanced Classes
Core Training (applicable to all systems)
Advanced DB and SQL Queries
Level: Advanced

Advanced Visual Workflows
Duration: 3.0 hours

This course introduces advanced SQL concepts in
relation to the LabWare database.
Laptop recommended

Level: Advanced

Duration: 3.0 hours

This course introduces advanced Visual Workflow
concepts including the use of CSS files. This class
will include enhancements that are available in
LabWare 7.1.
Laptop recommended

Specialist Training (modules and solutions)
Instrument Parsing Scripts
Level: Advanced

SQC Charting & Trending
Duration: 3.0 hours

This course will provide an introduction to writing
parsing scripts for instruments within LabStation.
Several examples will be presented.
Laptop recommended

Level: Advanced

Duration: 3.0 hours

This course explores the Northwest Analytical (NWA)
Quality Analyst functionality. The course highlights
how to configure chart templates and chart
outputs, as well as the various types of charts
available.
Laptop recommended

Method Execution: Configuration
Level: Advanced

Duration: 3.0 hours

This course goes through the static data setup of
Method Execution and is aimed at individuals who
will be maintaining Method Execution Templates.
Note: attendees must have a good prior
knowledge of ELN configuration, including
mapping and macros. They should also have
attended Part 1 of the Method Execution course:
End User Perspective.
Laptop recommended

Web Services
Level: Advanced

Duration: 1.5 hours

This course will review the Web Services that are
available in LabWare. The course will include
exercises to demonstrate configuration of Web
Services.
Laptop recommended

TECH TALKS
Tech Talks will bring together customers, developers, consultants, and other interested or
knowledgeable parties to discuss and review common challenges and opportunities to determine a
comprehensive solution or approach to the topic. Tech Talks may include any or all of the following;
product demonstrations, configuration examples, presentations from industry experts, round table
discussions from cross industry experts and audience participation. The goal of a Tech Talk is to
generate a common understanding for the direction or availability of a solution for the given topic.
Solutions may involve new or improved products, services, or processes.
Method Execution
The ELN Method Execution component Solution seeks to provide means by which an ELN based
analytical method can be executed in a strictly controlled manner and to provide evidence that the
method was executed according to the defined procedure.
The ELN Method Execution is a level of control which sits “on the top” of a company-specific workbook.
The goal of the solution is to provide a general engine capable of controlling the process flow of the
execution of any ELN analytical method.

LabWare Mobile
Data and system accessibility are essential to any modern lab. LabWare has developed a mobile
platform that revolutionizes the way users interact with laboratory data. LabWare Mobile is a
configurable application that leverages 30+ years of LabWare development and runs natively on a
mobile device. LabWare Mobile is available for iOS and Android devices, and utilizes device controls
(GPS, Camera, Dictation, etc.). This Tech Talk is designed to discuss LabWare’s approach,
development, and strategy for LabWare Mobile, and includes a demonstration of current capabilities.

LabWare Environment Manager
Deploying and maintaining LIMS or any application in a regulated environment can be a challenging
and time-consuming process. LabWare Environment Manager (LEM) is an enterprise solution which
manages your LabWare ELP environments providing Issue Management, Change Control,
Configuration Management, Monitoring and Deployment tools making LIMS deployment and
maintenance a more efficient process. Some functions of LEM V1 were demonstrated at the last CEC,
this session will demonstrate new developments and give you the opportunity to ask questions.

Tools for LIMS Administrators
Part 1 - Label Printing Component Template
LabWare has recently created version 3 of the Label Printing Component Template. Features include
printing to remote printers, audited control of label reprinting, better images and Brady printer support.
Part 2 - Features, Tips and Tricks for LIMS Administrators
LabWare LIMS and LabWare ELN have a vast array of capabilities and no one LIMS Administrator will be
aware of all of these features. This talk will highlight features, tips and tricks, both new and old, that
might have escaped your attention such as:
• Cool, new Visual Workflow elements
• LIMS Basic code editor tips and tricks, extended LIMS Basic functions
• Search tools

Other Tech Talks…
We are planning to include further Tech Talks topics such as “Cloud Services” and “Performance”. An
update will be provided closer the CEC date.

COST AND REGISTRATION

Registration

Guest Policy

CEC Attendance for your Primary Support Contact
(PSC) may be included as part of your annual
Maintenance & Support agreement. If this is the
case, you will receive an email with your CEC
voucher by the end of March.

Our customer attendees often choose to invite
their families to join them for the week to take
advantage of the opportunity to visit a new city
and enjoy some R&R while they are attending the
Conference. Although LabWare does not
coordinate meals, events or activities for your
guests, they are welcome to attend the Welcome
Reception and the two LabWare-sponsored
dinner events at no extra cost, as long as they are
registered, over the age of 18 and have been
issued and are wearing their LabWare Name
Badge.

We understand there may be extenuating
circumstances that prevent the PSC from attending.
Therefore, it is LabWare’s policy that the PSC place
at the CEC, if necessary, can be transferred to
another employee of your choosing. LabWare
highly recommends you send your Secondary
Support Contact, should your PSC not be able to
attend. Please Note: It is NOT necessary to
change/update your PSC contact information
solely for the purpose of attending the CEC.
For all other registrants, the Registration Fee is €1625
/ £1400 per attendee.

The Registration Fee includes:


Welcome Reception on Monday evening, 20th
June



Four-day conference, including Technical and
Management Sessions, Tech Talks, Training
Classes and Presentations.



Opportunities to meet with the LabWare team.



Lunch provided Tuesday - Thursday (no lunch
served on Friday, as Conference ends at
lunchtime).



Two LabWare sponsored dinner events on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings - additional time
well-spent networking with peers.

Lunch each day is strictly limited to Conference
Attendees.
A LabWare GUEST must be a member of your
family - spouse/significant other. A guest is defined
as a family member or significant other whose
primary purpose in attending the conference is to
accompany the registrant. A co-worker or
associate within the industry does not qualify for a
guest registration and should complete an
individual registration.

Cancellation Policy
All cancellations must be made via e-mail to
Tricia Harper at harper@labware.com.
Prior to Friday 13th May 2022 attendees can
cancel without penalty.
After Friday 13th May 2022, attendees will be
responsible for the full registration fee.

ACCOMODATIONS
The Hilton Prague
Pobrezni 1
Prague
Czech Republic
+4202 2484 1111

The Hilton Prague is situated near the city centre and a 25-minute drive from Václav Havel Airport, Prague.
Prague is the capital of the Czech Republic and is bisected by the Vltava River. Nicknamed “the City of a
Hundred Spires,” it's known for its Old Town Square, the heart of its historic core, with colorful baroque buildings,
Gothic churches and the medieval Astronomical Clock, with a popular show. Completed in 1402, pedestrian
Charles Bridge is lined with 30 statues of saints. Take the short stroll to the Old Town to see masterpieces of gothic
architecture, such as St. Vitus Cathedral and the Church of Our Lady before Týn. Shopping fans can get their
retail therapy at Parizska Street, home to several designer brands.

Weather: Summer comes to Prague in June and ends in August. The average temperature
high ranges between 20 degrees Celsius and 23 degrees Celsius with night-time lows that
average between 10 and 11 degrees Celsius.
The summer months may be the hottest months in Prague, but they are also the wettest months
with between 60mm and 80mm of rain falling each month during the summer. Please be sure to
pack a light jacket for outdoor activities.

Transportation: Attendees are responsible for their own transportation to/from the
airport/hotel. There is no courtesy shuttle from the airport to the Hilton Prague.
The hotel is easily accessible by taxi, train or bus. The closest mainline railway station, Masaryk
Station is just a 14-minute walk away from the hotel.
The closest Underground station is Florenc, just 3 minutes away.
Taxi prices are around 694CZK / 28€ / 25£.

Room Reservations: The LabWare group rate for this year's meeting is CZK 4400 per night,
plus 10% VAT single occupancy or CZK 4800 per night plus 15% VAT double occupancy.
Attendees are responsible for booking their own room reservation using the link below.
http://eventsathilton.com/show/621df741db242e6acd6b776c
Please note that there is a City Tax of CZK 21 per night.

Covid Policy
The LabWare CEC will follow required policies stated by the prevailing authorities (Czech Republic and Hilton
Hotel) at the time the CEC is held. LabWare understands that the Covid policy is evolving on an almost daily
basis and as a result, we will send details of the relevant policies closer to the time when it is clear what will
actually be in place for the event.

We hope to see you in Prague!

